**Reading:** In Reading next week we will be writing about what the characters are like and we will be writing new endings to two stories we have already read.

**Phonics:** Next week in Phonics we will be working on the word wall words: and, one, and have. We will write, make, and read those words. We will also be practicing using sound boxes and saying the individual sounds in words. We will work with a partner.

**Writing:** Next week we will be writing our opinion about the characters in Eric Carle books using the word because to say why we feel that way.

**Math:** Next week we will be learning about financial literacy, making good choices, and goods and services.

---

**News and announcements**

iPads NEED to come to school each day! Please charge them over night! We will be using them in math EVERYDAY next week!

Calendar for A-Z countdown is attached!